1529 (TM is 51)
Feb: Fish’s *Supplication of the Beggars* (anticlerical tract) (Ack 277)
c. March: summary, reasons for the divorce (*LP* 4:5377)
May 31: Legatine Court opens in Blackfriars (Gn525, Ack 266)
June: M’s *Dialogue of Sir TM*, published under royal favor (Ack 273-77)
June 15: report on English court & Anne Boleyn (*LP* 4:5679)
June 21: Catherine’s appeal to Henry; demand for other judges (Gn526; *CSPI* 4:482; Cavendish 79, Ack 266-67)
June 28: Fisher powerfully supports validity of royal marriage (*LP* 4:5732, 5741; Gn 526, HAK 97)
July 23: Campeggio adjourns court to consult Roman Curia—now on vacation (Gn 504); Clement had already advoked the case to Rome (Gn 525)
July 28: Gardiner becomes royal secretary (Gn 591)
Aug 2: Cranmer suggests use of universities, not papal courts, to resolve marriage question (HAK 175)
Sept: Chapuys, new Imperial ambassador, has first meeting with Henry VIII (*CSPI* 4.1:160; 182, pp.276-77; 194, pp.292, 303; Gn 586, 595) More’s *Supplication of Souls* (Ack 278-79); fire at Chelsea (*SL* 170-71)
Oct: Turks draw back from siege of Vienna
Oct 9: Wolsey charged with *Praemunire* (*LP* 4:6017, 6035); Wolsey acknowledges guilt (cf: 6025); Oct 9 Bill of Indictment replaced by 2nd on Oct 20 (Gn 504; Ack 280); Anne’s responsibility (*CSPI* 4.1:160, p.232; Cavendish xxvi; *LP* 4:6019)
Oct 18: Wolsey gives up seal (& weeps) (*CSPI* 4.1:194, pp. 303-4 & 279; *LP* 4:6098, 6114; Gn 610-12)
Oct 25: More appointed chancellor (*Hall* 761; *EE* 1034: “a better & holier judge c ould not have been appointed”), recommended by Wolsey
Oct 26: Henry asks TM second time [1st: Sept 1527] about the divorce (G 99, R 34, Ack 281-82, *Corr* 495); TM takes oath of office
Oct: Pole is offered archbishopric but is also asked about the divorce
Nov 3 - Dec 17: Parliament convened, First Legislative Session (of seven)
- More calls for reformation of laws & delivers charges against Wolsey (*Hall* 724; *CSPI* 4.1:211; *LP* 4.6043; G 113ff; Gn 594); “Commons’ Supplication” about clerical grievances (*Hall* 765-67; *CSPI* 4.1:211, p. 325; Merr 104-11; RH 69-70)

King’s General Pardon (*21 H8 c1; Lm 91): offenses against *Provisors* and *Praemunire* excluded
Probate & Mortuary Fees (*21 H8 c5-6; Lm 92), regarding excessive charges by clergy
Pluralism & Temporal Employment of Clerics (*21 H8 c13; Hall 767; Lm 92)
Pardon of King’s Debts (*21 H8 c24; Lm 89-91), more than £350,000 in forced loans for the war with France forgiven
Nov 28: Henry’s partial defense of Luther to Chapuys; Henry will reform by Parliament (*CSPI* 4.1:224, pp.349-50; G 110, Sc 246)
Dec 13: Henry shows signs of restoring Wolsey: (*CSPI* 4.1:232, p.368); cf Nov 18 on 1530 timeline
Dec 17: prorogued until 26 April, 2nd Tuesday after Easter (Lm 104)
No clear plan to deal with divorce (Lm 102-4)